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In today's complex and interconnected business environment, it's critical for companies to have a comprehensive understanding of 

their customers, their transactions, and their financial behaviors. This requires the ability to gather, analyze, and connect data from 

multiple sources. To address this challenge, companies are turning to customer 360, fraud detection, and anti-money laundering 

(AML) software solutions. These powerful tools provide a holistic view of customer behavior and help mitigate risk, improve 

compliance, and protect the bottom line. 

Gemini Explore for Customer 360 shows customer profile information, watch lists, 

transactional data, and marketing, sales, and support data as a collection of nodes 

and relationships. This enables teams to better investigate and prevent fraud, reduce 

churn, and comply with anti-money laundering regulations. Explore connects to CRM, 

sales, marketing, support, and other critical systems so workers can see a full picture 

of each customer, recommend the next best action, and mitigate risks. 
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The sophistication of fraud activities has grown and so have the solutions used to identify and prevent them. Advances in machine 

learning, the use of biometrics, and the availability of large amounts of data are transforming the field of fraud detection. With these 

advanced techniques, analysts can answer questions like: 

As fraudsters continue to evolve their methods, it is essential that organizations stay ahead of the curve, Gemini Explore helps fraud 

te�s protect themselves from financial losses and reputational damage. 

Anti-Money Laundering Prevention and Compliance 

Detection, compliance, and reporting are critical to any organization's commitment to following anti-money laundering (AML) 

regulations. By mapping the connections and relationships between people, companies, and transactions, AML teams can get a 

comprehensive picture to identify, investigate, and prevent criminal individuals and organizations from using financial systems to 

launder their finances. 



Explore provides an interface anyone can use to visualize, illustrate, and collaborate t<maintain AML compliance, and so 
they can determine: 

Alignment with AML regulations is important to avoid sanctions and legal consequences, and tools like Gemini Explore can help 
organizations maintain their commitment to AML compliance. 

� Know Your Customer 
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) Every customer's journey is unique with footprints across dozens of systems and business functions. Sales, marketing, and support 
teams can waste time assembling a full view before they can best serve the customer. By consolidating customer data from 
multiple sources, Gemini Explore helps staff understand: 

Which customer habits, tastes, and 
>> behaviors help in detecting patterns

for more personalized interactions?

With a unified view of customer data, businesses can enhance personalization, streamline customer support, uncover new sales 
opportunities, and improve overall customer satisfaction. 
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Contact us today to learn more about how Gemini Explore for Customer 360 can help you increase conversions, reduce churn, and 
prevent fraud. Start a trial or learn more at geminidata.com
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www.geminidata.com

